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The aromatic fluctuation index „FLU…: A new aromaticity index
based on electron delocalization
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In this work, the aromatic fluctuation index~FLU! that describes the fluctuation of electronic charge
between adjacent atoms in a given ring is introduced as a new aromaticity measure. This new
electronic criterion of aromaticity is based on the fact that aromaticity is related to the cyclic
delocalized circulation ofp electrons. It is defined not only considering the amount of electron
sharing between contiguous atoms, which should be substantial in aromatic molecules, but also
taking into account the similarity of electron sharing between adjacent atoms. For a series of rings
in 15 planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, we have found that, in general, FLU is strongly
correlated with other widely used indicators of local aromaticity, such as the harmonic-oscillator
model of aromaticity, the nucleus independent chemical shift, and the para-delocalization index
~PDI!. In contrast to PDI, the FLU index can be applied to study the aromaticity of rings with any
number of members and it can be used to analyze both the local and global aromatic character of
rings and molecules. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1824895#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is no doubt about the fundamental role that a
maticity plays in current chemistry.1 Thus, the stability of
certain molecular structures as well as many successe
failures of chemical reactions and changes in activation
reaction enthalpies are attributed to a gain or loss of aro
ticity. Despite the lack of a clear and unambiguous definit
of aromaticity, this chemical concept is deeply rooted in
chemistry community.1

Since aromaticity is not an observable and, therefore,
a directly measurable quantity, several definitions of arom
ticity have been put forward. The most accepted definitio
of aromaticity found in standard chemistry textbooks refer
the electronic cyclic delocalization present in all aroma
species. In this sense, Sondheimer considers aromatic
ecules as those that have a ‘‘measurable degree of c
delocalization of ap-electron system.’’2 Similarly, Schleyer
and Jiao think of aromaticity as ‘‘associated with cyclic a
rays of mobile electrons with favorable symmetries’’ wh
‘‘the unfavorable symmetry properties of antiaromatic s
tems leads to localized rather than to delocalized electro
structures.’’3 This cyclic mobility of electrons is translate
into characteristic aromatic manifestations such as bo
length equalization, abnormal chemical shifts, magne
anisotropies, and energetic stabilization.

These particular manifestations of aromaticity have b
taken into account to define different indices of aromatic
that evaluate the aromatic character of molecules base
their structural, magnetic, and energetic properties.4–9 The
harmonic-oscillator model of aromaticity~HOMA! index,
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2, ~1!

is found to be among the most widespread and effectiv1,4

indices of aromaticity founded on structural criteria. In E
~1!, n is the number of bonds considered, anda is an empiri-
cal constant~for C–C and C–N bondsa5257.7 and 93.52,
respectively! chosen in such a way that HOMA50 for a
model nonaromatic system, and HOMA51 for a system with
all bonds equal to an optimal valueRopt ~1.388 and 1.334 Å
for C–C and C–N bonds, respectively!11 assumed to be
achieved for fully aromatic systems.Ri stands for a running
bond length.

Magnetic indices of aromaticity are based on t
p-electron ring current that is induced when the system
exposed to external magnetic fields. Probably the m
widely used among this group is the nucleus independ
chemical shift ~NICS!, proposed by Schleyer an
co-workers.3,12 It is defined as the negative value of the a
solute shielding computed at a ring center or at some o
interesting point of the system. Rings with large negat
NICS values are considered aromatic. The more negative
NICS values, the more aromatic the rings are.

Finally, indices of aromaticity based on energetic pro
erties make use of the fact that conjugated cyclicp-electron
compounds are more stable than their chain analogs.8,13 The
most commonly used energetic measure of aromaticity is
aromatic stabilization energy, calculated as the reaction
ergy of a homodesmotic reaction.14

Less common is the use of measures of aromati
founded on electronic properties. Among them, we can m
tion the highest-occupied-molecular-orbital–lowest-occ
109-1 © 2005 American Institute of Physics
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pied-molecular-orbital gap, the absolute and relative ha
ness, the electrostatic potential, and the polarizability.5 In
addition, descriptors of aromaticity using electronic para
eters derived from the charge density have been also ex
ined. Following this line of research, Jug defined a criter
based on bond orders15 and Howard and Krygowski16 pro-
posed the density at the ring critical point interalia char
density descriptors.

More recently, several measures of delocalization
rived from natural bond orbital analysis of the charge den
have been used to quantify aromaticity in five-membe
heteroaromatic compounds.17 In addition, the degree o
p-electron delocalization in an aromatic compound obtain
from an electron localization function18,19~ELF! analysis has
been proven to be a good aromaticity indicator,20 although no
quantitative measures competing with existing indices h
been given.

Lately, our group have employed electron delocalizat
measures derived from the second-order density21,22as a new
descriptor of local aromaticity. In particular, we have us
the para-delocalization index~PDI!,23 which is an average o
all delocalization indices~DIs! of para-related carbon atom
in a given six-membered ring~6-MR!. The DI value between
atomsA and B, d(A,B), is obtained by the double integra
tion of the exchange-correlation density over the basins
atomsA and B in the framework of the atoms in the mo
ecules ~AIM ! theory of Bader ~vide infra!.24 Previous
works23,25 have shown that for a series of planar and curv
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons~PAHs!, there is a satisfac
tory correlation between NICS, HOMA, and PDI. In gener
larger PDIs go with larger absolute values of NICS a
larger HOMA values.

The main inconvenience of PDI is that it cannot acco
for the aromaticity of rings having a number of membe
different from six. Moreover, it can only be used to analy
the local aromaticity of a given ring and not to describe
global aromatic character of a molecule having several fu
rings. To surpass these shortcomings that limit the scop
the PDI measure, we have elaborated a new index also b
on electron delocalization measures that can be applie
any ring or group of rings. In this sense, the new index
fined here opens up entirely new possibilities for very d
tailed aromaticity studies.

Due to the multidimensional character of arom
ticity,4,6,26,27it is usually recommended to employ more th
one aromaticity parameter for comparisons restricted to s
regions or groups of relatively similar compounds.26 So far,
the most widely used indices of aromaticity are based
structural, magnetic, and energetic measures. In this con
we believe that the definitions of this new aromaticity ind
and itsp counterpart derived from alternative indications
aromaticity, such as the electron delocalization, are very
evant.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this work we have used the negative of the exchan
correlation density@GXC(rW1 ,rW2)# as a function that account
for electron sharing between two certain regions of the sp
although, in principle, other functions that characterize el
Downloaded 31 Jan 2005 to 130.206.124.218. Redistribution subject to A
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tron sharing could be used as well. Besides, we have
ployed the AIM theory24 to obtain an exhaustive physicall
sound subdivision of molecular space by means of a den
topological analysis. Other partitions, such as the ELF d
sion of space18,28 or the Mulliken-type partitioning in the
Hilbert space spanned by the basis functions are also
sible. Integration of the exchange-correlation~XC! density
over two atomic basins24 yields atomic localization indices
and DIs defined as21,22

l~A!52E
A
drW1E

A
drW2GXC~rW1 ,rW2!, ~2!

and

d~A,B!522E
A
drW1E

B
drW2GXC~rW1 ,rW2!, ~3!

respectively.
The AIM topological analysis provides an exhausti

partition of molecular space, so these indices obey the
lowing sum rule:

1

2 (
AÞB

d~A,B!1l~A!5N~A!, ~4!

whereN(A) is the average population of an atomA defined
as follows:

^N&A5N~A!5E
A
r~rW !drW. ~5!

The DI measure,d(A,B), provides a quantitative idea of th
number of electrons delocalized or shared between atomA
and B.22,29 It is worth noting that these indices are close
related to the fluctuation~or variance! in the average popu
lation of the basin of a given atomA, s2, defined by30

s2@N~A!#5^N2&A2^N&A
2. ~6!

s2@N(A)# represents the quantum-mechanical uncertainty
N(A) and it is related to the localization and delocalizati
indices through the following equations:30,31

s2@N~A!#5N~A!2l~A!, ~7!

s2@N~A!#5
1

2 (
BÞA

d~A,B!. ~8!

We can quantify the importance of theA–B electron sharing/
fluctuation with respect to the total electron sharin
fluctuation in atomA using the following quantity:

Flu~A→B!5
d~A,B!

(BÞAd~A,B!
5

d~A,B!

2@N~A!2l~A!#
. ~9!

If the molecule is aromatic, one can expect the transfer
electrons to be almost equal fromA to B than fromB to A, so
we can calculate the ratio of the electron exchange betw
A andB as

Exc~A2B!5FFlu~A→B!

Flu~B→A!G
d

. ~10!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The delta above is a simple function to make sure that
exchange term is always greater than or equal to 1, so it ta
the values

d5H 1 Flu~A→B!.Flu~B→A!

21 Flu~A→B!<Flu~B→A!.
~11!

This Exc(A–B) weighting factor gives an idea of the ele
tron sharing similarity betweenA and B adjacent atoms. It
will be close to 1 in aromatic species and particularly large
the case of molecules having atomsA or B with highly lo-
calized atomic charge. When multiplying the exchange fac
above by the quantity of electrons shared by both atoms
get a measure ofA–B net mobile charge. It is possible t
find nonaromatic molecules having Exc(A–B) weighting
factors close to 1~for instance, cyclohexane! due to very
similar or even equal electron sharing between adjacen
oms in the analyzed ring~s!. For this reason, to correctl
account for aromaticity, it is necessary to include in the
pression a new factor$@d(A,B)2d ref(A,B)#/d ref(A,B)% that
compares theA–B electron sharing with that found in
typical aromatic molecule,d ref(A,B). By squaring the prod-
uct of these two factors for each connected pair of atom
the ring and taking the average for all the pair of adjac
atoms in the ring, we obtain the following expression for t
aromatic fluctuation index:

FLU5
1

n (
A2B

ring HFFlu~A→B!

Flu~B→A!G
dFd~A,B!2d ref~A,B!

d ref~A,B! G J 2

, ~12!

which should give a number close to zero for any aroma
molecule. Abbreviated hereafter as FLU, this quantity
only analyzes the amount of electron sharing between a
cent atoms in a given ring, which should be substantia
aromatic molecules, but it also takes into account the si
larity of electron sharing between adjacent atoms. In sh
this index measures weighted electron delocalization div
gences with respect to typical aromatic molecules. The F
index as given by Eq.~12! requires the use of referenc
parameters. We anticipate here that for planar systems
possible to define a FLU index that is free from this requis
~vide infra!. It is worth repeating that although the FLU de
nition is unique, the quantity chosen to account for elect
sharing or the topological approach to divide molecu
space, i.e., molecular space portions assigned to each a
may be different. Finally, it is also important to remark th
like the HOMA index, this dimensionless FLU quantity ca
be applied to analyze both local and global aromaticity.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Molecular geometries of systems analyzed have b
fully optimized with the Hartree–Fock~HF! method using
the 6-31G(d) basis set32 by means of theGAUSSIAN 98

program.33 The calculation of the electronic~FLU and PDI!,
geometric~HOMA!, and magnetic~NICS! aromaticity crite-
ria has been carried out at the same level of theory. To v
date the level of accuracy of the results obtained with
6-31G(d) basis set, we have performed HF calculations
selected systems using the 6-31111G(d,p) basis set.34 The
results, given as supporting information, show that incre
Downloaded 31 Jan 2005 to 130.206.124.218. Redistribution subject to A
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ing the quality of the basis set only produces minor chan
that do not significantly affect the final conclusions.

The gauge-including-atomic-orbital method35 has been
used to perform calculations of NICS. NICS~0! values have
been computed at the ring centers determined by the n
weighted mean of the heavy atoms coordinates and at
ring critical point ~RCP!,24 the position of minimal charge
density in the ring plane, as suggested by Cossio
co-workers.36 The results at the RCP reproduce those val
calculated at the geometrical ring center, and for this reas
they are reported as supporting information. We have a
computed NICS~1! values at 1 Å above the molecular plane
where ring current contribution is larger and hence more r
resentative of aromatic character.37 For those molecules with
nonplanar structures we have fitted the best plane38 and have
found the projection of the ring geometrical center to t
fitted plane. Following the plane’s normal vector direction
a 1-Å distance from this site, we have reached the poin
calculate the NICS~1! for nonplanar species. The NICS ou
of-plane component corresponding to the principal axis p
pendicular to the ring plane, NICSzz, which has been re-
cently recommended as a more direct measure of indu
ring current densities,39 has been also calculated.

Integrations of DIs were performed by the use of t
AIMPAC collection of programs40 through the following ex-
pression:

d~A,B!54(
i , j

N/2

Si j ~A!Si j ~B!. ~13!

The summations in Eq.~13! run over all the occupied mo
lecular orbitals.Si j (A) is the overlap of the molecular orbit
als i and j within the basin of atomA. The numerical accu-
racy of the AIM calculations has been assessed using
criteria: ~i! the integration of the Laplacian of the electro
density @¹2r(r )# within an atomic basin must be close
zero and~ii ! the number of electrons in a molecule must
equal to the sum of all the electron populations of a m
ecule, and also equal to the sum of all the localization indi
and half of the delocalization indices in the molecule@Eq.
~4!#.29 For all atomic calculations, integrated absolute valu
of ¹2r(r ) were always less than 0.001 a.u. For all mo
ecules, errors in the calculated number of electrons were
ways less than 0.01 a.u.

All systems studied in the present work contain on
C–C and C–N bonds in the ring structure. As a reference
aromatic electron sharing to compute the FLU index@Eq.
~12!#, we will take the value ofd ref~C,C) in benzene and
d ref~C,N) in pyridine. At the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory,
these values are 1.4e and 1.2e, respectively.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section is organized as follows. First, we analy
the performance of the FLU index for the assessment of lo
aromaticities in the series of PAHs depicted in Fig. 1. T
figure contains also the labels given to each PAH and r
studied. The analysis will be carried out by comparing t
FLU results with other widely used and different propert
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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based indicators of aromaticity such as the HOMA, NIC
and PDI indices. Second, we discuss the capability of th
different indices to reproduce the expected order of aro
ticity for the series cyclohexane, cyclohexene, cyclohe
1,4-diene, cyclohexa-1,3-diene, and benzene. Finally, for
nar PAHs, we define the FLUp index by considering only the
sharing/fluctuation ofp electrons and we comment on i
benefits and drawbacks.

FIG. 1. Labels for the molecules and rings studied.
Downloaded 31 Jan 2005 to 130.206.124.218. Redistribution subject to A
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A. The FLU index: Comparison with HOMA, NICS,
and PDI

For the different rings of the systems studied, Table
lists the HOMA indices together with its energetic~EN! and
geometrical~GEO! components@Eq. ~14! defines these quan
tities, vide infra#, the NICS~0! and NICS~1! values and their
out-of-plane NICSzz components, the PDI of 6-MRs, and th
results obtained with the herein proposed FLU and FLp

indicators of local aromaticity.

1. HOMA results

Table I shows that there is, in most cases, a good co
spondence between the different indices, compounds w
more negative NICS values having also larger HOMA a
PDI measures and lower FLU indices. In the case of HOM
this can be clearly seen in Fig. 2, which plots FLU vers
HOMA for the rings ofM1 to M15 species. In particular
electronic FLU and structural HOMA indices give almost t
same order of aromaticity for the different rings in the PAH
analyzed, with few noteworthy exceptions. One of this c
responds to triazine~M14! that HOMA classifies as strongly
aromatic, while it is found only moderately aromatic accor
ing to FLU, PDI, and NICS indices. Besides, with respect
HOMA, FLU also underestimates the aromaticity of ringB
in quinoline~M15! and overestimates that of ringB in triph-
enylene~M6!.

In general, however, there is a good correlation betw
HOMA and FLU indices despite being two indices based
totally different aspects of aromaticity. In part, this good co
relation can be attributed to the fact that FLU is construc
following to some extent the HOMA philosophy, i.e., wit
the purpose of measuring the aromaticity by comparis
with the values of a specific aromatic manifestation in ind
putable aromatic systems such as benzene or pyridine. M
over, both indices concentrate on differences between c
tiguous atoms around the ring. The formula of FL
resembles that of the HOMA index except for the weighti
factor on the fluctuation parameter, Eq.~10!, and for the
feature that the differenced(A,B)2d ref(A,B) in Eq. ~12! is
divided by the reference value. The main difference, ho
ever, comes from the fact that, whereas FLU measures cy
electron fluctuation differences, HOMA compares bo
lengths.

To examine further the discrepancies found in trip
enylene~M6!, triazine ~M14!, and quinoline~M15! in the
HOMA and FLU orderings of local aromatic character f
theM1 to M15 systems, we have split the HOMA index int
two completely different terms that according to Krygows
and Cyran´ski41 are linearly independent variables accounti
for EN and GEO manifestations of aromaticity in a certa
ring structure. Then, HOMA can be written as follows:

HOMA512EN2GEO

512a~r opt2 r̄ !22
a( i~ r̄ 2r i !

2

n

512a@~r opt2 r̄ !22s2~r !#. ~14!
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. HF/6-31G(d) calculated HOMA, NICS~ppm!, PDI ~electrons!, and FLU values for the studied systems.

EN GEO HOMA NICS~0! NICSzz(0) NICS~1! NICSzz(1) PDI FLU FLUp

Benzene M1 20.001 0.000 1.001 211.5 217.2 212.9 232.5 0.105 0.000 0.000
Naphthalene M2 0.022 0.199 0.779 210.9 213.8 212.6 230.6 0.073 0.012 0.114
Anthracene M3-A 0.067 0.416 0.517 28.7 26.9 210.7 224.8 0.059 0.024 0.251

M3-B 0.045 0.072 0.884 214.2 221.9 215.5 238.4 0.070 0.007 0.024
Naphthacene M4-A 0.110 0.565 0.325 26.7 20.9 29.0 219.6 0.051 0.031 0.350

M4-B 0.073 0.153 0.774 213.8 220.4 215.2 237.2 0.063 0.011 0.071
Chrysene M5-A 0.011 0.130 0.859 211.1 213.7 212.8 230.7 0.079 0.008 0.067

M5-B 0.122 0.325 0.553 28.2 23.6 210.6 223.3 0.052 0.019 0.182
Triphenylene M6-A 0.003 0.068 0.930 210.6 211.8 212.3 229.3 0.086 0.003 0.026

M6-B 0.609 0.324 0.067 22.6 13.9 26.2 29.4 0.025 0.027 0.181
Pyracylene M7-A 0.000 0.329 0.671 24.9 6.9 27.2 213.3 0.067 0.014 0.128

M7-B 0.406 0.923 20.328 10.1 56.4 4.8 24.2 a 0.050 0.67
Phenanthrene M8-A 0.007 0.091 0.902 211.4 214.7 213.0 231.5 0.082 0.005 0.045

M8-B 0.189 0.409 0.402 26.8 20.1 29.4 220.0 0.053 0.025 0.255
Acenaphthylene M9-A 0.011 0.192 0.797 29.6 28.7 211.4 226.4 0.070 0.013 0.114

M9-B 0.337 0.703 20.039 2.2 33.7 21.8 4.6 a 0.045 0.578
Biphenylene M10-A 0.000 0.193 0.807 26.7 20.7 28.1 217.3 0.088 0.008 0.066

M10-B 1.360 0.571 20.930 17.4 87.0 7.5 35.7 a 0.048 0.29
Banzocyclobutadiene M11-A 0.001 0.501 0.497 24.0 8.4 25.4 29.5 0.080 0.022 0.191

M11-B 0.910 1.526 21.437 20.2 96.2 10.7 44.1 a 0.071 1.04
Pyridine M12 20.006 0.001 1.005 29.5 215.2 212.5 231.6 0.097 0.001 0.001
Pyrimidine M13 0.015 0.000 0.985 27.5 211.8 211.7 229.8 0.089 0.005 0.003
Triazine M14 0.023 0.000 0.977 25.3 26.9 210.8 227.0 0.075 0.013 0.000
Quinoline M15-A 0.018 0.190 0.792 211.0 214.7 212.6 230.7 0.072 0.015 0.125

M15-B 0.008 0.161 0.830 29.1 211.5 212.1 229.5 0.071 0.017 0.121
Cyclohexane M16 5.340 0.000 24.340 22.1 23.5 22.0 3.1 0.007 0.091 b
Cyclohexane M17 2.955 1.647 23.601 21.6 18.1 23.6 21.8 0.019 0.089 b
Cyclohexa-1,4-diene M18 0.779 1.984 21.763 1.5 25.4 20.8 2.9 0.014 0.084 b
Cyclohexa-1,3-diene M19 0.931 2.207 22.138 3.2 30.0 0.8 7.3 0.031 0.078 b

aPDI cannot be computed for non-6-MRs.
bNonplanar molecules that prevent easy and exacts–p separation.
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The second term of the right-hand side of Eq.~14! is what
Krygowski and Cyran´ski call dearomatization. It has tw
contributions: the first contribution~the EN term! arises from
the difference between the average distance in the ring
that calculated from the minimization of the deformation e
ergy due to the extension of the single bonds and the c
pression of the double ones; the second contribution~the
GEO term! is the bond-lengths variance of the bonds for
ing the ring. Equation~14! cannot be used directly as it is fo
the heterocyclic systems since the averaging procedur
meaningless for heterogenic data. Thus, for heterocyclic
cies, we have followed the procedure described in Ref.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the GEO component is the t
which better correlates with FLU. This is not unexpect

FIG. 2. Plot of FLU vs HOMA for the series of planar aromatic hydroc
bonsM1–M15 ~correlation coefficientr 520.957).
Downloaded 31 Jan 2005 to 130.206.124.218. Redistribution subject to A
nd
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1.
m

because in both the FLU and GEO expressions the m
relevant component is a variance contribution. We also fin
moderate correlation between the EN component of HOM
and FLU (r 520.789). The lower correlation of the EN
term with FLU is in line with the fact that the main differ
ences between FLU and HOMA found in the evaluation
the local aromatic character of ringB in triphenylene~M6!
and quinoline~M15! arises from the EN term, which is pa
ticularly large forM6-B and surprisingly low forM15-B. On
the other hand, for triazine~M14!, both the EN and GEO
terms are responsible for the HOMA overestimation~as com-
pared to the rest of analyzed indices! of the local aromatic

FIG. 3. Plot of FLU vs GEO (r 50.952) and EN (r 50.788) with FLU for
the series of planar aromatic hydrocarbonsM1–M15.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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character ofM14. We note in passing that for systems havi
HOMA values larger than 1, it is possible to have negat
values for the EN term.4,41,42

2. NICS results

Table I collects the results of NICS~0!, NICSzz(0),
NICS~1!, and NICSzz(1). The differences between NICS~0!
and NICSzz(0) give a quantitative idea of the spurious info
mation arising from the electron flow perpendicular to t
molecular plane.43 The rings showing a larger departure fro
the linear regression of NICS~0! versus NICSzz(0) are those
corresponding to compounds having heteroatoms an
fused rings. Interestingly, these deviations almost disapp
when plotting NICS~1! against NICSzz(1). These results
suggest that ring currents in adjacent rings and/or the n
gen in-plane electron cloud may mask the out-of-pla
induced magnetic field and that these effects are less no
ous when considering only out-of-plane NICSzz values. In
general, there is a good linear relationship between the
different NICS values given in Table I and the FLU inde
(r 50.90– 0.92). Relevant differences between the vari
plots of FLU versus NICS are not observed, although
NICSzz(1) values yield the best-fitted line~Fig. 4!. It is
worth noting that the local aromaticity of the inner rings
acenes such as ringsB in anthracene and naphthacene a
especially overestimated by all NICS measures as comp
to the rest of aromaticity descriptors analyzed. Indeed, ab
lute NICS values are larger for the inner rings of anthrac
and naphthacene than for benzene itself, whereas benze
the most aromatic 6-MR of the series according to the FL
HOMA, and PDI indices. These results give support to
claimed overestimation by NICS of the local aromaticity
the central rings in polyacenes.9,44

3. PDI results

The last index to be analyzed here is the PDI descrip
of local aromaticity.23 Due to its definition, this index can
only be applied to analyze the local aromaticity of 6-MR
Figure 5 displays the correlation between PDI and FLU
all 6-MRs appearing along theM1–M15 series. In general
there is a moderately good agreement (r 520.840) on the
orderings yielded by these two criteria, the main except
being the 6-MR of benzocyclobutadiene, to which PDI
tributes a high aromatic character, while HOMA~0.497! and

FIG. 4. Plot of NICSzz(1) vs FLU values for the moleculesM1–M15 (r
50.918).
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NICS~0! @not only NICS~0! but also NICSzz(0), NICS~1!,
and NICSzz(1) values show that the 6-MR of benzocyclo
utadiene has a low or moderate aromatic character# ~24.0!
indicators attributed it to a low or moderate aromaticity. D
spite being reasonable, the correlation between FLU and
is lower than that shown by FLU with HOMA or NICS. Thi
is surprising if one considers that the FLU and PDI defi
tions are based on the same manifestation of aromati
namely, the electronic delocalization in aromatic molecul

B. The aromaticity of the M16–M19 systems

In this section, the ordering of aromatic character in t
M16–M19 and M1 series given by the different indices
analyzed.M16 andM17 are nonplanar species, whileM18,
M19, andM1 systems possess a completely planar mole
lar structure. Due to the increase in unsaturated chara
along this series, an intensification of aromaticity is expec
from M16 to M19 and especially toM1. Indeed, all indices
show the predictable increase of aromaticity from plan
M19 to M1. However, the only indices that more or le
reproduce the anticipated trend along the full series
HOMA and FLU. Nonetheless, these two indices disagree
deciding the aromaticity of cyclohexa-1,4-diene~M18! and
cyclohexa-1,3-diene~M19!. Although both indices assign
similar low aromaticity for these compounds, HOMA gives
greater aromaticity toM18, while FLU asserts thatM19 has
a higher aromatic character. Thus, in contrast to HOMA,
FLU index succeeds in assigning a larger aromatic chara
to M19, which has two consecutivep-electron bonds, as
opposed toM18, which has thep-electron systems discon
nected.

On the other hand, when splitting the HOMA index o
its GEO and EN contributions, we can see the expected tr
with increasing aromaticity~see Fig. 6!, i.e., stemming en-
ergy ~EN term! when getting closer to the unsaturated de
calized picture of benzene, while symmetry~GEO term! on
the structure achieves its minima on benzene and cycloh
ane, and intermediate values for the nonsymmetric molec
M17–M19.

For M16–M19, NICS~0! provides a trend completely
opposed to the expected one. The out-of-plane compone
the NICS values gives somewhat better results. This notw
standing, NICSzz(0) and NICSzz(1) values fail in predicting

FIG. 5. Plot of PDI vs FLU values for the six-membered rings of molecu
M1–M7-A , M8, M9-A , M10-A, M11-A, M12–M15 (r 520.840).
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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cyclohexene~M17! as more aromatic than cyclohexadiene
and cyclohexa-1,3-diene as less aromatic than cyclohex
~M16!. Moreover, the out-of-plane component is not eas
related to thep electrons for nonplanar molecules. In a pr
vious work,37 Schleyeret al. showed that the NICSp ~NICS
values obtained considering only the contribution ofp orbit-
als! reproduce the expected trend in aromaticity for theM18,
M19, andM1 species. Since this NICSp cannot be applied to
nonplanar molecules,M16 andM17 were not analyzed using
this index.37 Finally, PDI values fail when predicting a lowe
aromatic character for cyclohexa-1,4-diene~M18! as com-
pared to cyclohexene. Apparently, the aromaticity in cyc
hexene is somewhat overestimated by PDI because the
planar nature of this species makes the basins of carbon
para-position spatially closer than in 1,4-cyclohexadie
This causes an increase of DIs in cyclohexene as comp
to cyclohexa-1,4-diene.

C. The FLUp index of aromaticity

The main shortcoming of the FLU index, as it is for th
HOMA descriptor of aromaticity, is the need for referen
parameters. At variance with PDI, NICS, and other indic
FLU and HOMA require archetypical aromatic molecul
containing specific bonds as a reference. The original de
tion of the FLU index, based on the DIs that account for
sharing between a certain pair of atoms, enables the po
bility of splitting this index in terms of orbital contributions
Gathering thep contribution treated the way reported in Se
II opens the possibility of calculating a FLU index free
reference parameters. Named hereafter as aromaticp fluc-
tuation index (FLUp), this aromaticity criterion is calculate
as follows:

FLUp5
1

n (
A2B

ring HFFlup~A→B!

Flup~B→A!G
d dp~A,B!2dav~A,B!

dav~A,B! J 2

,

~15!

where dav is the average value of thedp , that is, thep
component of the DI, and Flux(A→B) is calculated as in Eq
~9! using also only thep component of the DIs. Correlatio
of FLUp with FLU is excellent (r 50.973, see Fig. 7!, thus
proving the similarity between FLU and FLUp approaches.
Correlations of FLUp with HOMA, NICS, and PDI are also

FIG. 6. Plot of GEO and EN vs HOMA values for the compoundsM16–
M19 andM1.
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found to be reasonable. An advantage of FLUp with respect
to FLU, apart from the fact that no reference parameters
required, is that the former gives values spread in wi
ranges. For these reasons, we suggest the use of the Fp

index for evaluation of aromaticity in planar species since
reference systems are necessary, while the FLU index is
ferred when analyzing nonplanar systems, for which an ex
s–p separation is not possible. Finally, we recommend us
these FLU indices in conjunction with other differently bas
descriptors of aromaticity~HOMA, NICS, PDI,...! to account
for the multidimensional character of aromaticity.4,6,26,27

V. CONCLUSIONS

While aromaticity has always been associated with
cyclic circulation of p electrons, few attempts have bee
done until now to quantify this phenomenon by analyzi
electron delocalization. To this end, we have defined in t
work the aromatic fluctuation index~FLU!, which not only
analyzes the amount of electron sharing between contigu
atoms, which should be substantial in aromatic molecu
but also takes into account the similarity of electron shar
between adjacent atoms. We have demonstrated that the
index and itsp analog, the FLUp descriptor, are simple and
efficient probes for aromaticity. We have shown that, fo
series of planar PAHs, FLU and FLUp correlate well, with
few exceptions, with other already existing independent lo
aromaticity parameters, such as the HOMA descriptor ba
on structural criteria, the NICS parameter founded on m
netic properties, and the PDI index derived from the analy
of electron delocalization, which are of common use now
days. It remains to be seen whether these indices can
applied to discuss the aromaticity of novel inorganic co
pounds recently synthesized.45 Research in this direction is
currently under way in our laboratory.

Note added in proof. It is worth noting that, recently, a
new HOMA-like aromaticity indexu, which bears some re
semblance to the present FLU index, has been defined
replacing the bond distances in Eq.~1! by the corresponding
delocalization indices@C. F. Matta and J. Herna´ndez-Trujillo,
J. Phys. Chem. A107, 7496~2003!#.

FIG. 7. FLUp vs FLU representation for the series of planar aromatic h
drocarbonsM1–M15 (r 50.973).
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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